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The haydenfilms agency 

The Haydenfilms Agency is ready to drive your brand forward in today’s digital age 
through creating compelling campaigns, and connecting to your audience on a 
deeper level than ever imagined. Here’s why!

Just as Haydenfilms Institute (HFI), a pioneer in the entertainment industry whose 
mission is to empower, educate and fund global independent and student filmmakers,  
the Haydenfilms Agency connects its filmmakers with an exciting and competitive 
team of scholars to push your brand forward. While the Institute has pioneered 
concepts around media, film festivals and educational programming, our 15 years 
of experience in the film industry allows us to connect your brand directly to your 
audiences, whether local in your community, domestic or international through  
specialized public relations and marketing strategies. 

In that spirit, The Haydenfilms Agency is passionate about helping you meet your 
goals. Being a growth-oriented, multi-faceted 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization, our 
myriad of marketing and public relations campaign services will enhance your digital  
brand awareness and online presence worldwide.
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“Make every detail perfect, and limit the number of details to perfect.” 
- JAcK DorseY, co-founder and ceo of Twitter

The Haydenfilms Agency hosts a vast array of creative and technical capabilities 
ranging from Design, Marketing (print, social, Digital) & campaign Management, 
Film & photography, public relations, case studies, and capstone Development 
projects.

We explore business realms and industries of varying professional natures, including  
(but not limited to) Film Festivals, real estate, restaurants, and Automotive. 

At the Haydenfilms Agency, no project is ever too big or too small. We aim to assist 
in producing the highest-quality content and distribution for company, organization 
or even individual looking to present their brand on the grandest of scales. Today’s 
the day to move your brand forward and we hope to be along for the show!
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film & PhOTOgRaPhy
“Filmmaking is a collaborative art form. Find people who you enjoy working with, because  
it makes it much easier.” 
– rYAn coogLer, director of “Black Panther”

not only does HFI host a Film Festival; we are an all-purpose film production  
company itself! our agency aims to provide award-worthy creative and technical  
assistance to aspiring filmmakers everywhere. We aid in generating the most  
eye-catching visuals through aerial photography/videography, create top-quality 
commercials and infomercials for your business, showcase film-based events, and 
produce the best motion graphics and sizzle reels guaranteed to capture the public’s  
eye for your movie or product.
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design 
“Design is not just what it looks like and feels like; design is how it works.” 
– sTeve JoBs

our graphic Designers are experts at producing the most striking, eye-catching 
graphics that will engage audiences beyond their imagination. If you are searching 
for the right aesthetics in the forms of logos, magazines or websites, our Agency 
will execute promotional visuals to tell your story at the highest level.
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maRKeTing & managemenT
“By giving people the power to share, we’re making the world more transparent.” 
– MArK ZUcKerBerg

In this world of countless social media platforms and an ever-growing online  
existence, every business must be prepared to innovate itself digitally. Within 
HFI is a strong marketing and management team dedicated to creating only the  
strongest and most efficient digital brand strategies. our team works closely with our 
clients to specifically devise social media and reptation Management campaigns  
tailor-made for your business. We’re involved from point A to Z from creating brochures  
and designing websites to research and analyzing data to better enhance your 
brand. plus, we can broadcast podcasts to launch your digital brand strategy to  
the stratosphere.
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ResTaURanTs
“Without new ideas, success can become stale.” 
– AnTHonY BoUrDAIn 

Just like any other business, successfully maintaining a restaurant cannot be attained  
on sheer talent alone. It is more important than ever all restaurateurs continuously   
innovate their establishments and connect to their customers when they’re not  
enjoying a meal onsite. At HFI, we create strong brand development campaigns 
to promote your cuisine to the world. Along with launching co-branded events,  
marketing, advertising, and social media campaigns, we design menus, high quality 
commercials, and sizzle reels to bring in hungry customers by the flock.
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film fesTiVals
“Always remember: your focus determines your reality.” 
– george LUcAs

At the heart of our agency lies the Haydenfilms online Film Festival (oFF). envisioned  
by our founder, Hayden craddolph, Haydenfilms oFF was designed to showcase 
the creative and technical talents of innovative and up-and-coming filmmakers with 
empowering stories that would transcend boundaries. Along with our own festival, 
HFI is determined to provide professional services to other festivals around the 
globe to increase brand awareness. Among these services are event production 
(i.e. the physical set-up and representation of the films and all aspects included). 
We also provide digital marketing and advertising for film festivals and feature films 
for worldwide social Media awareness. plus, we supervise the production of the 
festival and procure the right tools to create the magic from behind the scenes, to 
the big screen.
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PUBlic RelaTiOns
“It takes 20 years to build a reputation, and five minutes to ruin it.” 
– WArren BUFFeTT

We live in an ever-growing digital, online age. And nothing is more crucial to a business’  
existence than its own public relations. HFI understands  the importance of ensuring  
your brand is showcased, while staying connected to your audiences and growing 
in your brand awareness. our agency strives to enhance or protect your business’  
image through our concise editorial development services, highly detailed media  
kits, and impactful press releases. no task is too big, and even more so, the small 
details matter. We even help plan and book speaking engagements to further  
expand your business to horizons beyond your expectations.
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Real esTaTe
“The major fortunes in American have been made in land.” 
– JoHn D. rocKeFeLLer

The business of selling dream homes or successful commercial properties can be 
a risky, problematic and a highly-stressful path. Therefore, our agency’s real estate 
consultation is 100% comprehensive. We create effective branding campaigns as 
well as marketing and advertising services to improve your real estate business’ 
promotions to connect to the right markets. We hone the skills of our filmmakers to 
always capture the right shots through state of the art photography, videography 
and even drone footage to capture the best visuals of your properties. our goal is to 
make sure our work results in higher sales for your company and connect to potential  
buyers through powerful messaging.
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aUTOmOTiVe
“Real happiness lies in the completion of work using your own brains and skills.” 
- soIcHIro HonDA

The Haydenfilms Agency has a strong connection to the automotive industry. our 
contributions are boundless in the pursuit of aiding car dealerships sell that perfect 
automobile to that right customer. Whether it is enhancing sales training, or utilizing  
the far-reaching impact of social media to reach out and amass customer traffic, 
our agency gets in high gear to assist car dealerships in maximizing their profits.
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case sTUdies
& caPsTOne deVelOPmenT
“Legacy is greater than currency.” 
– gArY vAYnercHUK

In conjunction with our marketing and management services, our agency also 
prides itself in developing research and analysis for our clients. our business  
analysts work to amass vital statistics, findings and other critical analyses to  
increase our client’s brand strategies of varying categories and themes. To continue  
building awareness, our team works to deliver results that matter… whether it’s to 
your audience, customers or clients. We strive to make a difference.
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www.haydenfilmsinstitute.org • info@haydenfilmsinstitute.org • 9999 Hamilton Blvd., one Tek park, suite 230, Breiningsville, pA 18031 • 323-337-6868
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